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After several years of research and development we
were again successful in finding a revolutionary new
standard in ultra-flat drive technology.
All the control and operations modules were developed
in a complete new way and combined with the advantage of the, already known, ultra-flat drive technology.
For the first time, the OCTO Actuators concept was
presented to the public at the international trade fair
Interzum 2015.
Winning the Interzum Award in the category “The
best of the best” confirmed the capability of this innovative drive technology. The development of this technology was based on intensive studies of the natural
motions and bionic lessons.

In contrast to the conventional drive systems, we use to
refrain completely from metal fittings, so we are able to
reduce significantly the weight and potential magneticfield interferences in the bedroom area.
Furthermore we offer an extremely large spectrum of
novel possibilities of application and an unexpected variety of configurations. This is feasible because of the
possibility to combine all the single components. Our
innovative strength is reflected in numerous patent specifications.
Extremely low-noised drive mechanisms offer a stageless adjustment of the lie down area in almost every position. Therefore we use the latest materials, so we can
assure the highest degree of stability and functionality.
Intelligent control components developed by us round
off the complete system.
Experience the manifold possibilities!

www.octo-actuators.de
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Mattress

1M

The e-mattress propulsion technology is based on a singleengine OCTO propulsion system for adjusting the back area
and can be completely integrated into a mattress.
In all 4 zones allow hassle-free adjustment of each comfortable reclining, sitting and relaxing position.
The system components within the structure offer appropriate locking options of moulded and comfort foam so that
an elegant external shape is ensured during the operation
of back zone. All popular foam types (PU, Visco) and pocket
spring mattress technologies can be used.

Systempower

150KG

The OCTOBox drive systems are especially powerful. The adjustment force
can be felt permanently without a power
loss.

APP

APP Control
OCTO offers the possibility to install an
APP on the smartphone. With the corresponding receiver with APP function, the
bed system can also be controlled with
your own smartphone (iOS / Android).
The night light function is also included
in the APP control.

The system does not require any metal fittings and offers
more design freedom with a system height of just 65 mm for
completely invisible integration within the mattress.
The suspension system is combined with the propulsion
technology and is also integrated into the mattress. Thus,
additional air chambers develop, which ensure continuous
air circulation within the e-mattress.
The e-mattress can be completely folded for dispatch in
carton. This “toGo” OCTO propulsion technology is unique
worldwide.
As a further variant, OCTO offers a two-engine propulsion
technology, which can also be completely integrated into the
mattress and offers additional adjustment comfort for knee
and foot area.

APP

Mattress

1M

EURO

Folded & Go!
The compact design offers significant
cost advantages during assembly, in primary and finished product store as well
as during transport (efficiency through
flatness).
In addition, all OCTO drive systems are
especially light and simplify the handling
during delivery to the end customer.

Ready toGo!

Surface load**

(Verteilung-Allocation)
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Max
150KG

Zero

Zero Gravity
Gravity
Seat

Seat Max

MAX

Easy Service

Easy Assembly

Maxi Set*

Canapé Box

toGo!
Ready toGo!
The OCTO drive technology is the only
ultra flat drive technology worldwide
that can be installed in a mattress and
can also be folded (toGo!).

Storage Box

100 - 120
cm

Mattress

1M

Folded & Go!
The OCTO drive technology is the only
ultra flat drive technology worldwide
that can be installed in a mattress and
can also be folded (toGo!).

OCTO drive systems are maintenancefree and especially easy to service.

Climatic
Room System
Invisible Technology

Ultra Flat

1M or 2M
Drive System

Comfort
Suspension

Mattress

150KG

Systempower
Storage Box
OCTO drive technology is unique in the
world and is especially characterized by
the flatness. Any storage space under
the bed (bed box, canapé) can be designed and used meaningful.

2M

Better Sleep
Balance
Ultra Flat

6,5cm

Magnetic Field Reduction
DUAL

Metall Reduction

Dual Synchro

Energy Related Product

SYNCHRO

APP

APP Control

Cable*

APP

Ready toGo!

toGo!

Zero

Zero Gravity
Gravity
Seat

Seat Max

MAX

Easy Service

Easy Assembly

Maxi Set*

Canapé Box

100 - 120
cm

Tel. +49 (0) 9346 92 76 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 9346 92 76 - 399
info@octo-actuators.de
www.octo-actuators.de
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OCTO Actuators GmbH
de Werth Str. 1
D-97947 Grünsfeld
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